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Series 66 training consultants

it's a good time! I'm going to 66 and I have to study. I want to do everything, too. Any advice on materials? From this thread (LINK) in r/financial carers many people recommend training consultants and say STC sucks. STC has worked pretty well for me at 7, and I have the material already, but if it really sucks, I don't want to miss my time
at the STC. Does anyone have experience with STC 66? Recommendations? Thanks! Page 2 10 comments United: 2011-10-05Offline I am not saying that is the case, but what if most of the comments on this committee were posted by employees of Training Advisors? When I see so many positive comments without negative
comments, I have to ask myself about the situation. All examination preparation providers have access to the same content outline. United: 2012-02-02Offline Hopefully not... I'm using it for 66 and I'm going to take it in the next week. I've really changed my mind and I honestly find one poster particularly suspicious, but I've also seen
some whose other posts I've looked at and I've come to the conclusion (or maybe just hoping for their own good) that they don't seem to be all busy. It could be one or two. I follow the tee program and I won't do the test until I'm within range of the suggested and will report here if the content is far off or if it's any obvious scam. Obviously,
external sources could influence my outcome, but I'll be extremely upset if they me off, even if it's my fault. And I promise to go to all the campaigns to expose them, if that's the case. It might not make a difference, but at least I'll feel like I did my part. United: 2012-02-02Offline Hopefully not... I'm using it for 66 and I'm going to take it in the
next week. I've really changed my mind and I honestly find one poster particularly suspicious, but I've also seen some whose other posts I've looked at and I've come to the conclusion (or maybe just hoping for their own good) that they don't seem to be all busy. It could be one or two. I follow the tee program and I won't do the test until I'm
within range of the suggested and will report here if the content is far off or if it's any obvious scam. Obviously, external sources could influence my outcome, but I'll be extremely upset if they me off, even if it's my fault. And I promise to go to all the campaigns to expose them, if that's the case. It might not make a difference, but at least I'll
feel like I did my part. Joined: 2011-11-16Offline I thought the same exact thing. I don't work for TC, and I was nervous, too. When I started taking the exam, I knew it wasn't a joke. Take your chances, but I swear I don't work for TC. If you get their stuff, you'll pass by. Joined: 2011-11-16Offline I am sure I am the poster you guys think
work for TC because I post a lot about this. I'm trying to help people in the industry because I know how scared I was about 66 and how many horrible things I've heard about it. I got an STC from my company, I bought Kaplan on my own, and after reading things on this site, I decided to spend even more money on TC because many
people said it was great. The last two weeks before the exam, I hooked up to TC, and I'm so glad I did it. I have to say, I was afraid everyone was working for TC! I swear no! Jmaka, you won't regret it, and you can come back here and confess. If you go to my previous posts I asked which material was best (it was probably around
October/November because I was studying for it at the time). Go ahead and look at all my posts and you'll see that I'm wondering about STC and then I started posting about TC because it worked. Join: 2012-02Offline This is nothing personal. Looks like you're throwing too many. I don't think anyone can be accused of being suspicious
when it comes to such things. Either way, I've been using them for the last few weeks. I passed my exams and my grades are:#1-79 #2-72 #3-72 #4-69, #5-81 and Random Last 100-take of #1- 94So after them, Withes results from the last 3 Tests, I need to be done. I'm going to delay the test for this Friday, which will allow me to repeat
four more and an extra random finale. Joined: 2012-02-13Offline @jmaka I've heard Training Advisors is well worth the money and works very well. I've been thinking about using it when I start studying for my 66. Tell us how you're doing. Joined: 2011-11-16Offline I guess it just sucks that people can't come on here as a very strong
advocate of their industry and share their experiences without being seen as suspicious. Again, I'm just trying to help people! So shoot me. Why would I offer to sell my personal belongings for less than training counselors things if I worked for them? That doesn't make any sense right now, does it? I think that's how our society works
these days. Always be suspicious, because there's a lot of A-holes trying to fuck us up. Not me though! Good luck!! Pass the tests as early as you can, because, as I have already said, they are the same questions about the real thing. In the spirit of honest disclosure, I am in a different position than some on this board in that I have
already passed and passed these exams. These days, I help students with the material. I'm not helping anyone with 65, but I'm looking. Because a lot of people took it after 7/11? I'm looking for the source material for the 65th. The consultant training manual in itself costs $120 for just 120 or so pages and without any practice tests. I
find it hard to believe that STC is significantly inferioden from TC. They all use the same content outline. If TC is so much better, it must mean that they have an internal track to the actual questions that raise other questions. Joined: 2011-11-16Offline I honsetly think you are correct with your last comment. I heard that the person who
wrote TC used to work for NASAA, and so some of the questions are the same. Apparently, she wrote some questions for series 66, and Nasaa didn't change them? Who knows what the truth holds, but that would make sense. And yes, I probably should ask other questions, maybe one day someone from NASAA will see this post.
Haha. Joined: 2012-02Offline @mstudy I do not know that I would say that the material itself is from one provider to the next very inferioen, but maybe the approach could be? When I started using STC for 66 I found that he was approaching much the same as he had with 7. That's what I was worried about, because 7 is a completely
different test. Even if I haven't heard too many people talking low about TC, which I've read here and in other places, the vast majority of people have once, twice and even failed to use the STC because of the large amount of information presented. These people often mentioned a number of other providers who heard that they were
better or actually proved themselves. But the root was always that the STC kind of let them down. I'd definitely say that more people have posted about failure with the STC than passing it when it comes to 66. By 7, as we all know, STC consensus seems to be the favorite and as far as I'm concerned, it's a very good reason. If the trick of
the dough is just focused on a few items you need, which one seller identifies and focuses exclusively on, then I would say that the money is well spent. Not to mention, there aren't many courses you'd get in class, tests and a $200 study guide. Their software has just got an upgrade too, and in terms of evaluating the areas in which you
need to focus (assuming that their content is an accurate representation of the test) is much better than the STC's. I'm just playing the devil's flag, we're going to find out on Friday whether the cube was worth it or not, for me anyway...@registerme Tina didn't write a series of 66 questions or work for NASAA, she wrote series 7 questions
and was on the NYSE 7 series. Joined: 2011-11-16Offline I agree with the above. I noticed that people simply complain that STC is not good for 66, and I agree with it because they go too closely. Kaplan wasn't bad for 66 either, but I think it went into too much detail. Okay good regarding Tina, as I said, I have no idea. All I know is that
the same questions were asked about the real issue as the practice tests...... I'm not sure how this is possible, because people who work for companies that write books are not allowed to pass tests..... Joined: 2012-02Offline [quote=registerme]I guess it just docks that people can't come on here as a very strong advocate of their industry
and share their experiences without being seen as suspicious. Again, I'm just trying to help people! So shoot me. Why would I offer to sell my personal belongings for less than training counselors things if I worked for them? That doesn't make any sense right now, does it? I think that's how our society works these days. Always be
suspicious, because there's a lot of A-holes trying to fuck us up. Not me though! Good luck!! Pass the tests as early as you can, because, as I have already said, they are the same questions about the real thing. [/quote] Training Advisors is the way to go, 100%. Tell us by word, pass 66 and 7 with him. Joined: 2011-12-24Offline I sure
as hell don't work for them and I passed two weeks ago using their stuff. I only used their bank of questions and did it a few times and passed away. I wouldn't say there are many of the same questions, but there's something. There were some questions I didn't know about, and I saw each other for the first time. So for those who are
thinking about it, I would say do it, but put your time into it and you'll be fine. Joined: 2012-02Offline Well I take it on Friday and here are my test results from the last week, as well as some qbank results in my weak areas. Unless I'm completely suffocated, I'm supposed to be pretty much called. I'm going to take another random final
tomorrow before I take it on Friday. Joined: 2012-02Offline I think it deleted my text, but this is my last week or more studies.... tests and review the issues of the area I felt a little weak in. Given them and everyone else, I should be good to go on Friday. I'm going to take another random final on Thursday to sum it all up. I'il take it on
Friday. Joined: 2012-02Offline [quote=jmaka]I think it deleted my text, but this is my last week or more studies.... tests and review the issues of the area I felt a little weak in. Given them and everyone else, I should be good to go on Friday. I'm going to take another random final on Thursday to sum it all up. I'il take it on Friday. [/quote] If
you haven't used the book at all, you won't have any problems, just continue with the tests.... Join: 2012-02Offline Add me as one of the faithful now. Today I passed 66 with an 83 using TC. There were quite a few questions that were text exactly like exams for practice, just a few words switched around. But I would say that if you are at
the border, you pay a special for insurance types/components because it went into a little more depth on the real test than the practice of exams. Besides, everything you've never seen before you could figure it out based on lectures and books. Like everyone else said... just confirm, mark, sub-indeteal and perform the tests until &gt;85
consistently and you will have zero problems with this test. This really isn't a tougher test. Anyone said it was harder than 7, or has no reading ability to understand or simply didn't put time in. Joined: 2012-02-22Offline I just took the Series 7 for the first time and received 78. I used Testeachers.com, and I'm not sure I want to use them
again. Has anyone used both Testeachers and Training Consultants who can offer some imput by one of these two to use for series 66? I just thought that the witnesses pointed something out in an area that wasn't mentioned so much on Series 7, but at the same time they missed some other information in their material. It's hard to
believe that training consultants can be so accurate with their material, but hopefully they are. Any advice would be greatly appreciated!!! Join: 2012-02-22Offline I'm also looking to buy a book and online access for Training Solutions Series 66. Everyone with this material responds. I'm going to run a test in a couple of weeks. Weeks.
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